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Summary:I found myself fortunate to get the opportunity to work on this project and
work on a topic that has a comprehensive relevance. Macroeconomic movements
that have impact over the life of the masses are significant one and to be carried
out similar vigor.
Planning is the process that helps the developing countries to grow with
more pace than otherwise. ‘Inclusive Growth’ was the central theme of Indian
economic planning for 11th Five Year Plan and is also one of the most discussed
topic world over by elite class.
The objectives set by The Government and The Planning Commission as
well to set the layout for implementation comprised “Broad Base - Benefits” and
“Equal Opportunity to all” as to main themes to work on and also laid some of the
sector specific sub-themes to complete the picture of

policy of well-planned

development.
Looking at the implementation part of the said policy it can be deduced that
after five year of working the picture on the ground is much away than what was
envisioned. Any of the macroeconomic indicators is not speaking in the favor of
the government. There are few arguable points in pros but they more appear to be
outcome of some other events or had suffered from some other lacuna .
All the benchmarks that required attaining like:
 Reduces poverty
 Creates employment opportunities
 Access to essential services for the poor (Health & education)
 Equality of Opportunity, empowerment (through education and skill
development)
 Employment opportunities (underpinned by the National Rural
Employment Guarantee)

 Environmental Sustainability
 Recognition of Women’s Agency
 Good Governance
All these factors are discusses in detail in the study and were found that
Govt. did drafted many policies and launched may programs allocated lot of
budgets as well but the progress was actually not up to the mark.
Besides this, govt. alleged for corruption in many cases that arose more
questions on its intentions of it with respect to national development.
The study emphasizes on the qualitative aspects of the subject of growth that
is development and welfare. And carried on by taking all those elements which
touched by planning commission for said topic as given above.
In the study I found that all the policies are always drafted initially on the
lines of long term national planning but it lost it’s vigor in implementation part and
especially in welfare aspect.

